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Description Qty

WingMan Base 1

Hat Brackets 2

Carriage Bolts & Hard-
ware sets 

4

Wing with Pads 2

Wire Lock Pin 2

Double Toggles 4

Wheel Cradle Assembly

    Wheel Cradle 4

    Toggle Balls 4

    Hair Pin Clip 4

Parts List
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  Assembly

Locate the WingMan base, the two Hat brackets and the four 
5/16” carriage bolts, washers and locking nuts.

Position the WingMan base on the top surface of the tubing 
mount and attach the two Hat brackets around the tubing and 
onto the bottom of the WingMan base with the locking nuts and 
washers.

Tighten the four bolt/nut combinations so that even amounts 
of bolt thread appear below each of the locking nuts, as the 
Hat Bracket compresses the WingMan base plate against the 
top surface of the tubing.  Tighten the nuts until the tabs on the 
Hat bracket start to defect, or until 12 foot pounds of torque is 
achieved.

Step 1: Attachment of WingMan Base Plate to 2” Square 
Tube Surfaces

Wing with 
Pads

Wheel Cradle 
Assembly

Double 
Toggles

WARNING

Periodically check the carriage bolt tension in the event any 
loosening has occurred.
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Loading TIP:  Load bicycle onto the carrier with the bicycle chain facing outward from the Wings and the inside pedal positioned 
downward.  This helps keep chain lube off the carrier, and provides open space in the lower, center portion of the “V” for the 
inside pedal(s) to fit easily.  Load the second bike so its handle bars face in the opposite direction of the first bicycle for clearance.

Securing Bicycles on Carrier

Set bike(s) on wheel cradles. Secure bike(s) to rack starting with the Wheel Toggles.  Finish securing with the Double 
Toggles.

Determine the approximate center-to-center distance 
between the hubs of the bike wheels and attach the wheel 
cradles to the Wings with the Hair Pin Clips to match this 
distance.

Step 3: Attach Wheel Cradle AssemblyStep 2: Assemble Wings

Slide Wings into the Base pockets and secure the 
Wings to the Base with the Wire Lock Pins.

Double Toggles TIP: The Double Toggles provide a number of ways to achieve Constant Tension™ of your bicycle to the carrier, 
using one or both double toggles to capture the fork, chain stay, or seat stay.  Loop the Toggle over the pedal, crank, or other 
position on bicycle, allowing the elastic feature to pull the bike both down and inward against the Wing pads. The Constant Ten-
sion™ removes both “front to back” and “side-to-side” sway, firmly seating the bicycle during transit.

  Operation

The WingMan™ V2 Base plate has a Toggle pocket (upwardly 
angled groove) on each of the four corners for Double Toggle at-
tachments.

To prevent theft, the Base plate includes four holes for padlock lo-
cations for locking bicycles (bike locks not included with WingMan  
Bike Rack).

WingMan™ V2 Bike Rack
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For assistance, contact Let’s Go Aero:

Mail: 3380 N. El Paso Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80907
Phone: 877-464-2376 or 719-630-3800
Email: Support@LetsGoAero.com. 

Visit our website at www.LetsGoAero.com

WINGMAN V2 RACK GUIDELINES

The WingMan™ V2 bicycle carrier’s maximum load weight is 100 lbs. Do not exceed this carrying capacity. 

Do not use this rack and accessories for purposes other than those for which they were designed. Failure to follow the 
guidelines of the product’s instructions will void the warranty.

Keep bicycle tires away from vehicle’s hot exhaust flow by at least 6 inches.

Before Transit:

 Attempt to shake the carrier to verify the carriage bolts are tight. 

 Verify that the safety pins are indeed locking the Wings to the Base Pockets.

 Verify the Toggles are securing your bicycles wheels and frame to the carrier as explained earlier.

ONE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

We warrant all LGA brand rack systems and its accessories manufactured by LGA during the time that an original retail 
purchaser owns the product. This warranty terminates if a purchaser transfers the product to any other person.

Let’s Go Aero warrants this product to be free from defect in material and workmanship for one year (retain your sales receipt 
for your records). Any product or part thereof found to be defective within that period will be replaced without charge provided 
that: (1) the product was not misused; (2) no alterations or modifications were made; (3) its failure was not a result of normal 
wear expected in the use of the product; (4) the product or part is delivered, freight prepaid, to Let’s Go Aero.  
Manufacturers only obligation shall be to replace such products or parts proved to be defective. A Return Merchandise 
Authorization is required prior to return. Please contact Let’s Go Aero toll-free, at 877-464-2376 or 719-630-3800, or via email 
to support@letsgoaero.com to get an RMA number.

No warranty is given for LGA products purchased outside of the United States and Canada.

Product Registration:

To expedite any produce service needs and streamline the 
warranty process if you ever had a claim, we encourage 
your to register you product with us.

Register online at www.LetsGoAero.com/register
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Learn about our line of trailers, hitch carriers. and other cargo 
management solutions at www.LetsGoAero.com
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